	    Sunday, September 13, 2015 


06:00 AM
Home Shopping    

 
++

06:30 AM
Amazing Facts: Ultimate Sacrifice   
Religious program. 
PG 
+AMFA-023+

07:00 AM
Tomorrow's World   
Religious program. 
PG 
+TOMW02-025+

07:30 AM
Michael Youssef: Rebuilding Our Broken Walls, Part 8   
Timely Biblical messages from Leading The Way with Dr. Michael Youssef.
PG 
+LWAY2-030+

08:00 AM
David Jeremiah   
 
PG 
+DAJE2-004+

08:30 AM
It Is Written   
Religious program.
PG 
+IIW11-007+

09:00 AM
Home Shopping    

 
++

09:30 AM
Home And Away Catch-Up (R) ’CC’  
Missed Home and Away this week? Catch up on 7TWO!
PG (A,S)
+HAWC15-730+

12:00 PM
RSPCA Animal Rescue (R) ’CC’  
The RSPCA steps in to re-home an ostrich who has spent his whole life living in the backyard of a motel in suburban Sydney. Narrated by ANTHONY FIELD.
G 
+ANRS2-006+

12:30 PM
A Place To Call Home (R)   
It's 1953 and the horrors of World War II are still raw. Graceful yet enigmatic nurse Sarah Adams learns her half-brother has died & returns to Australia from London to care for her estranged mother.
PG (V,A,S)
+PTCH-716+

06:30 PM
Chris Tarrant's Extreme Railways: Republic Of Congo   
Chris Tarrant heads to West Africa to experience one of the greatest surviving African railways of the colonial era.
PG 
+CTER-001+

07:30 PM
Escape To The Country: Worcestershire (R)   
Alistair Appleton joins a couple who have been travelling the world and helps them find a home with B&B potential in the Malvern Hills.
G 
+ETTC19-009+

08:30 PM
Escape To The Country: Devon   NEW EPISODE
Denise Nurse is property shopping in rural Devon with one born and bred Londoner and her dog on a budget of $916,000.
G 
+ETTC20-048+

09:30 PM
Fantasy Homes by the Sea   NEW EPISODE
Roberta has always dreamt of moving to warmer climates and wants to have the best of both coastal and city living with her two dogs. Can Jenni find her dream home within budget?
G 
+FAHS6-009+

10:30 PM
Best Houses Australia   NEW EPISODE
Join author and host Gary Takle on quest to discover what really makes a house work. Explore some of the most exciting and stunning houses in the country and meet the professionals who create them.
G 
+BHOZ04-024+

11:00 PM
Super Factories: Corvette (R) ’CC’  
With its sleek muscular body, raw power and unyielding speed, the Corvette Z06 is recognised as America's only sports.
G 
+SUPF-001+

12:00 AM
Escape To The Country: Worcestershire (R)   
Alistair Appleton joins a couple who have been travelling the world and helps them find a home with B&B potential in the Malvern Hills.
G 
+ETTC19-009+

01:00 AM
Escape To The Country: Devon (R)   
Denise Nurse is property shopping in rural Devon with one born and bred Londoner and her dog on a budget of $916,000.
G 
+ETTC20-048+

02:00 AM
Fantasy Homes by the Sea (R)   
Roberta has always dreamt of moving to warmer climates and wants to have the best of both coastal and city living with her two dogs. Can Jenni find her dream home within budget?
G 
+FAHS6-009+

03:00 AM
Super Factories: Corvette (R) ’CC’  
With its sleek muscular body, raw power and unyielding speed, the Corvette Z06 is recognised as America's only sports.
G 
+SUPF-001+

04:00 AM
The Martha Stewart Show: The Super Snack Show (R)   
Join Martha Stewart for an hour of cooking tips, celebrity interviews, and inspiring and affordable homemade ideas for good living.
G 
+MSDS7-081+

05:00 AM
The Martha Stewart Show: Valentine's Day Crafts With Joan Rivers (R)   
Join Martha Stewart for an hour of cooking tips, celebrity interviews, and inspiring and affordable homemade ideas for good living.
G 
+MSDS7-082+
 



 Monday, September 14, 2015 


06:00 AM
Home Shopping     

 
++
07:00 AM
Match It ’CC’  
Jack Yabsley hosts this fast-paced show where teams use cool touch-screen technology to match words and pictures to answer quiz questions, and play for the chance to become MATCH IT champions!
C 
+MATI4-041+

07:30 AM
Hairy Legs: Hair / The Spacies And The Potties (R) ’CC’  
Jevan is shocked to discover he's going bald but as always, Hairy thinks he can fix the problem! Then, when two groups of book fans turn on each other, Hairy tries to become the peacemaker.
C 
+HLEG-014+

08:00 AM
Lah-Lah's Adventures (R) ’CC’  
Not everyone marches to the same rhythm and the band has to find theirs. Lah-Lah has decided she doesn't need to sleep anymore, even though she's very tired.
P 
+LALA-008+

08:30 AM
Harry's Practice (R) ’CC’  
Join Dr Harry Cooper and Dr Katrina Warren for everything you need to know about animals.
G 
+HPR-066+

09:00 AM
Home And Away (R) ’CC’  
Jack's eyes light up when he hears of Selina's 'reputation'. Tug's romantic overtures could cut Beth's teaching career short.
PG 
+HAW2-566+

09:30 AM
NBC Today ’CC’  
International news and weather including interviews with newsmakers in the world of politics, business, media, entertainment and sport. 
 
+ST15-037+

10:30 AM
NBC Meet The Press (R) ’CC’  
David Gregory interviews newsmakers from around the world. 
 
+MP15-037+

11:30 AM
Best Houses Australia (R)   
Join author and host Gary Takle on quest to discover what really makes a house work. Explore some of the most exciting and stunning houses in the country and meet the professionals who create them.
G 
+BHOZ04-024+

12:00 PM
Packed To The Rafters: Lessons In Happiness (R) ’CC’  
Rachel rides the ups and downs of happiness, struggling to find it in the frenetic pace of life. But will there be repercussions? Starring:MARTIN LYNES
PG 
+PTTR3-011+

01:00 PM
How To Get Away With Murder: Best Christmas Ever (R) ’CC’  
After holiday break, the students are questioned by police about Sam's death; Annalise tries to behave normally and takes on a new client who is in the mob.
M (V,A)
+HOAM-011+

02:00 PM
Revenge: Commitment (R) ’CC’  
Daniel plans a romantic proposal that may carry dire, long-term ramifications, and Charlotte is devastated when she's forced to move back home with her mother. Starring:JAMES MCCAFFREY,JAMES TUPPER,MARGARITA LEVIEVA
M 
+RVNG-013+

03:00 PM
Dog Patrol (R) ’CC’  
Christchurch's Delta dog team risk their necks to clear a group of youths from a derelict earthquake damaged building and an inebriated prison visitor refuses to take "No" for an answer.
PG 
+STFC4-009+

03:30 PM
Dr Oz: The New Face Of Stroke: Young Women At Risk ’CC’  
Get answers to your health questions from Dr Oz and other leading doctors, hospitals, associations and authors. 
PG 
+DROZ5-156+

04:30 PM
60 Minute Makeover: Baguley   
The team have just 60 minutes to transform homes across Britain, using all their tricks of the trade to provide an instant style injection and inspire with tips and ideas for fast interior facelifts.
PG 
+SMM7-057+

05:30 PM
Homes Under The Hammer (R)   
Martin & Lucy visit a terraced house in Gateshead, a flat in Shepherds Bush, London and a two bed mid- terrace in Preston, Lancashire. Hosted by }
G 
+HUTH16-047+

06:30 PM
Bargain Hunt: Horncastle 26 (R)   
Teams head to the bustling town of Horncastle, looking for items to sell at auction. The contest comes as close to the wire as it gets, with one team having to find two items in the last 2 minutes.
G 
+BHUN33-006+

07:30 PM
Cities of the Underworld: Katrina Underground (R)   
Inflicting over $80 billion in damage, and causing the deaths of over 1,800 people, Hurricane Katrina was among the greatest engineering disasters in US history.
PG 
+COTW2-011+

08:30 PM
A Touch Of Frost: A Touch Of Frost - Benefit Of The Doubt - Part 1 (R) ’CC’  
A woman's body is discovered on a railway line and a highly skilled surgeon is reported missing. Starring:BRUCE ALEXANDER,DAVID JASON,JOHN LYONS,JOANNE FROGGATT,ROBERT GLENISTER
M (D,V)
+TOF8-001+

10:10 PM
Wire In The Blood: Nothing But The Night (R) ’CC’  
Tony is not behaving well during a book tour and Carol is causing ructions during a case review in York with her unsympathetic new boss Eden, when a bizarre murder intervenes to bring them home.
MA (A,V)
+WIRE3-003+

12:10 AM
Bargain Hunt: Horncastle 26 (R)   
Teams head to the bustling town of Horncastle, looking for items to sell at auction. The contest comes as close to the wire as it gets, with one team having to find two items in the last 2 minutes.
G 
+BHUN33-006+

01:10 AM
Homes Under The Hammer (R)   
Martin & Lucy visit a terraced house in Gateshead, a flat in Shepherds Bush, London and a two bed mid- terrace in Preston, Lancashire. Hosted by }
G 
+HUTH16-047+

02:10 AM
The Master Race: The Master Race (R)  (1944)  
Nazis plot to take over the world, causing World War III. Starring:GEORGE COULOURIS,LLOYD BRIDGES,NANCY GATES,OSA MASSEN,STANLEY RIDGES
PG (V)
+RKO-069+

04:30 AM
Dog Patrol (R) ’CC’  
Corrections drug dog Barney sniffs out more than just wrinkles in the makeup bag of a Sheryl West wannabe, Rotorua Police Dog Dredd tracks a couple of bad guys and cell search's at the prisons.
PG 
+STFC4-010+

05:00 AM
The Martha Stewart Show: Classic Cocktails With Seth Meyers (R)   
Join Martha Stewart for an hour of cooking tips, celebrity interviews, and inspiring and affordable homemade ideas for good living.
G 
+MSDS7-084+
 



 Tuesday, September 15, 2015 


06:00 AM
Home Shopping     

 
++
07:00 AM
Match It ’CC’  
Jack Yabsley hosts this fast-paced show where teams use cool touch-screen technology to match words and pictures to answer quiz questions, and play for the chance to become MATCH IT champions!
C 
+MATI4-042+

07:30 AM
Hairy Legs: The New Girl / The Dare (R) ’CC’  
Jevan likes Nikki's new friend but is too shy to speak to her - So Hairy decides to step in and play Cupid. Then, Nikki challenges Jevan and Hairy to give up their favorite things for one whole day!
C 
+HLEG-015+

08:00 AM
Lah-Lah's Adventures (R) ’CC’  
Buzz dreams a song but can't quite remember it enough to write it all down. While learning a new song the band use short and long sounds to help them.
P 
+LALA-009+

08:30 AM
Harry's Practice (R) ’CC’  
Join Dr Harry Cooper and Dr Katrina Warren for everything you need to know about animals.
G 
+HPR-067+

09:00 AM
Home And Away (R) ’CC’  
Jack's plan of having some 'fun' with Selina doesn't turn out as expected. Tug is devastated to be rejected by the woman he loves.
PG 
+HAW2-567+

09:30 AM
NBC Today (R) ’CC’  
International news and weather including interviews with newsmakers in the world of politics, business, media, entertainment and sport.
 
+T15-184+

12:00 PM
Packed To The Rafters: Moments Of Truth (R) ’CC’  
Nathan faces a life-changing moment of truth - the operation to donate a kidney to beloved grandmother Chel.
PG (V,A)
+PTTR3-012+

01:00 PM
How To Get Away With Murder: She's A Murderer (R) ’CC’  
A stunning discovery in Sam's murder case leads to changes for Annalise and the students.
M (V)
+HOAM-012+

02:00 PM
Revenge: Perception (R) ’CC’  
In an atmosphere of nervous excitement for Emily & Daniel's upcoming engagement party, things quickly start to unravel. Starring:WILLIAM DEVANE
M 
+RVNG-014+

03:00 PM
RSPCA Animal Rescue (R) ’CC’  
Vets help a lost German shepherd puppy who has been hit by a car. A neglected pony is found in a paddock and seized by inspectors.
G 
+ANRS2-002+

03:30 PM
Dr Oz: "Glee" Star Lea Michele ’CC’  
Get answers to your health questions from Dr Oz and other leading doctors, hospitals, associations and authors. 
PG 
+DROZ5-155+

04:30 PM
60 Minute Makeover: Chelmsford   
The team have just 60 minutes to transform homes across Britain, using all their tricks of the trade to provide an instant style injection and inspire with tips and ideas for fast interior facelifts.
PG 
+SMM7-058+

05:30 PM
Homes Under The Hammer (R)   
Martin & Lucy visit a Victorian Terrace in Manchester, a building in Haringey, London and a house in Devon.
G 
+HUTH16-048+

06:30 PM
Bargain Hunt: London 30 (R)   
The underground and the overground clash on Bargain Hunt, as tube staff take on a taxi driver and his wife in a hunt through the hustle and bustle of the Portobello Road markets.
G 
+BHUN33-007+

07:30 PM
The Indian Doctor: The Van (R)   
Dr Sharma comes up with a plan to diagnose the miners' health problems, a rather unusual van arrives in the village and Gina gets some shocking news. Starring:ALEXANDER VLAHOS,GARETH JEWELL,MARK WILLIAMS,KYLE REES,LEE MENGO
PG 
+INDO-004+

08:30 PM
Foyle's War: Enemy Fire (R) ’CC’  
Foyle investigates a suspicious death at a famous clinic specialising in treating men with severe burns from the Royal Air Force, uncovering a web of adultery and sabotage. Starring:ALEXANDRA MOEN,ANTHONY HOWELL,BILL PATERSON,CHARLOTTE EMMERSON,HONEYSUCKLE WEEKS,GEOFFREY FRESHWATER,DEARBHLA MOLLOY,GARETH GLEN,DUNCAN WATKINSON,MARTIN TURNER,JOHN LLOYD FILLINGHAM,JULIAN OVENDEN,JOHN WOOD,JEMMA POWELL,JONATHAN SLINGER,RICHARD HUW,SANDRA VOE,PETER BLYTHE,MICHAEL KITCHEN,SHAUN DOOLEY,SIMON WOODS
M (V)
+FOYL3-002+

10:35 PM
Downton Abbey (R) ’CC’  
Simon Bricker returns to Downton. Branson makes a difficult decision about Sarah. Rose encounters a handsome stranger. Violet is determined to stop Isobel making the wrong decision about Lord Merton.
M 
+DOAB5-005+

11:50 PM
Bargain Hunt: London 30 (R)   
The underground and the overground clash on Bargain Hunt, as tube staff take on a taxi driver and his wife in a hunt through the hustle and bustle of the Portobello Road markets.
G 
+BHUN33-007+

12:50 AM
Homes Under The Hammer (R)   
Martin & Lucy visit a Victorian Terrace in Manchester, a building in Haringey, London and a house in Devon.
G 
+HUTH16-048+

02:00 AM
The Yellow Canary: The Yellow Canary (R)  (1944)  
A socialite suspected of being a Nazi sympathiser is really a British spy. Starring:ALBERT LIEVEN,ANNA NEAGLE,MARGARET RUTHERFORD,RICHARD GREENE,VALENTINE DYALL
PG (V)
+RKO-124+

04:00 AM
The Martha Stewart Show: Decadent Chocolate Tart (R)   
Join Martha Stewart for an hour of cooking tips, celebrity interviews, and inspiring and affordable homemade ideas for good living.
G 
+MSDS7-085+

05:00 AM
The Martha Stewart Show: Romantic Menu Ideas (R)   
Join Martha Stewart for an hour of cooking tips, celebrity interviews, and inspiring and affordable homemade ideas for good living.
G 
+MSDS7-086+
 



 Wednesday, September 16, 2015 


06:00 AM
Home Shopping     

 
++
07:00 AM
Match It ’CC’  
Jack Yabsley hosts this fast-paced show where teams use cool touch-screen technology to match words and pictures to answer quiz questions, and play for the chance to become MATCH IT champions!
C 
+MATI4-043+

07:30 AM
Hairy Legs: Hairy The Hero / Treasuremas (R) ’CC’  
Hairy does a truly heroic 'good deed' and is able to return home to Fairy Land. Then, Hairy celebrates a special fairy holiday - Treasuremas!
C 
+HLEG-016+

08:00 AM
Lah-Lah's Adventures: Mister Saxophone Loses His Groove/ Buzz Gets Braver (R) ’CC’  
Mister Saxophone doesn't want to rehearse - he just wants to play solo. The band is going to the park to stargaze but Buzz is feeling scared of the dark.
P 
+LALA-010+

08:30 AM
Harry's Practice (R) ’CC’  
Join Dr Harry Cooper and Dr Katrina Warren for everything you need to know about animals.
G 
+HPR-068+

09:00 AM
Home And Away (R) ’CC’  
Shane's career takes a turn for the best. Tug refuses to give up on his romance with Beth.
PG 
+HAW2-568+

09:30 AM
NBC Today (R) ’CC’  
International news and weather including interviews with newsmakers in the world of politics, business, media, entertainment and sport.
 
+T15-185+

12:00 PM
Packed To The Rafters: Live And Let Live (R) ’CC’  
Julie finds her tolerance tested when an unwanted guest takes residence on the Rafters roof.
PG 
+PTTR3-013+

01:00 PM
How To Get Away With Murder: Mama's Here Now (R) ’CC’  
Wracked with guilt, Annalise turns to an unlikely source for help.
M (V,S)
+HOAM-013+

02:00 PM
Private Practice: It Was Inevitable (R) ’CC’  
As Erica's medical condition rapidly worsens, Cooper and Charlotte do their best to prepare an in-denial Mason. Violet and Pete, both single again, find they still have feelings for each other. Starring:ALOMA WRIGHT,ENID GRAHAM,MAURY STERLING
M 
+PRPR5-018+

03:00 PM
RSPCA Animal Rescue (R) ’CC’  
Inspectors attempt to subdue and help a terrier that has been tethered underneath a house. Meanwhile, the RSPCA receive an emergency call to help a pregnant cow stuck in a river.
G 
+ANRS2-003+

03:30 PM
Dr Oz: How They Fool You Into Buying Foods That Make You Fat ’CC’  
Get answers to your health questions from Dr Oz and other leading doctors, hospitals, associations and authors. 
PG 
+DROZ5-154+

04:30 PM
60 Minute Makeover: Southend-On-Sea   
The team have just 60 minutes to transform homes across Britain, using all their tricks of the trade to provide an instant style injection and inspire with tips and ideas for fast interior facelifts.
PG 
+SMM7-059+

05:30 PM
Homes Under The Hammer (R)   
Martin & Lucy visit a semi-detached in Manchester, a site with planning permission in London and a terrace in Plymouth.
G 
+HUTH16-049+

06:30 PM
Bargain Hunt: Builth Wells 02 (R)   
The teams face a welcome in the hillside as they scour the Royal Welsh Showground for bargains. Then, Tim visits a remarkable collection in the Potteries Museum and Art Gallery in Stoke-on-Trent.
G 
+BHUN33-008+

07:30 PM
Rosemary & Thyme: They Understand Me In Paris (R) ’CC’  
Rosemary and Laura go to a villa in the French Riviera to restore a 150-year-old garden to its former glory ahead of a public opening. Starring:ADAM ALLFREY,MALCOLM SINCLAIR,KATE MILES,MEL MARTIN,MICHAEL PERCIVAL,STEVEN ALVEY
PG (V)
+RAT2-004+

08:30 PM
Inspector Morse: The Wench Is Dead: Inspector Morse: The Wench Is Dead (R) ’CC’ (1998)  
Inspector Morse investigates a woman's murder from the 1800s, and becomes convinced that three innocent men were hanged. Starring:MATTHEW FINNEY
PG (V,A)
+INM5-003+

10:50 PM
I Shouldn't Be Alive: Alone In The Amazon (R) ’CC’  
A young man loses his canoe in the Amazon and has to survive extreme conditions.
M 
+ISBA4-007+

12:00 AM
Bargain Hunt: Builth Wells 02 (R)   
The teams face a welcome in the hillside as they scour the Royal Welsh Showground for bargains. Then, Tim visits a remarkable collection in the Potteries Museum and Art Gallery in Stoke-on-Trent.
G 
+BHUN33-008+

01:00 AM
Homes Under The Hammer (R)   
Martin & Lucy visit a semi-detached in Manchester, a site with planning permission in London and a terrace in Plymouth.
G 
+HUTH16-049+

02:00 AM
Home Shopping    

 
++
04:00 AM
I Shouldn't Be Alive: Alone In The Amazon (R) ’CC’  
A young man loses his canoe in the Amazon and has to survive extreme conditions.
M 
+ISBA4-007+

05:00 AM
The Martha Stewart Show: The Dog Show (R)   
Join Martha Stewart for an hour of cooking tips, celebrity interviews, and inspiring and affordable homemade ideas for good living.
G 
+MSDS7-087+
 



 Thursday, September 17, 2015 


06:00 AM
Home Shopping    

 
++
07:00 AM
Match It ’CC’  
Jack Yabsley hosts this fast-paced show where teams use cool touch-screen technology to match words and pictures to answer quiz questions, and play for the chance to become MATCH IT champions!
C 
+MATI4-044+

07:30 AM
Hairy Legs: Cool School / Movie Man (R) ’CC’  
Hairy turns Jevan's school into the coolest school ever. Then, Hairy brings his favorite movie hero to life.
C 
+HLEG-017+

08:00 AM
Lah-Lah's Adventures (R) ’CC’  
Tom Tom's tinkering is very noisy and the band just wants some peace & quiet. Buzz loses his Boom Chaka and can't lead the band anymore.
P 
+LALA-011+

08:30 AM
Harry's Practice (R) ’CC’  
Join Dr Harry Cooper and Dr Katrina Warren for everything you need to know about animals.
G 
+HPR-069+

09:00 AM
Home And Away (R) ’CC’  
Shane is torn apart to discover there is another man in Angel's life.Sam finally convinces Fisher to participate in the 40 Hour Famine.
PG 
+HAW2-569+

09:30 AM
NBC Today (R) ’CC’  
International news and weather including interviews with newsmakers in the world of politics, business, media, entertainment and sport.
 
+T15-186+

12:00 PM
Packed To The Rafters: Know Yourself (R) ’CC’  
Dave struggles with unfamiliar emotions that threaten to engulf the easy-going father and husband he has always been. Starring:MARTIN LYNES
PG (A)
+PTTR3-014+

01:00 PM
How To Get Away With Murder: The Night Lila Died ’CC’  
Flashbacks begin to reveal what really happened the night Lila was murdered.
M (D,S,V)
+HOAM-014+

02:00 PM
Private Practice: And Then There Was One (R) ’CC’  
Pete and Violet enter marriage counseling to help patch up their relationship. Amelia avoids her peers upon hearing some devastating news. Meanwhile, Addison adjusts to the new man in her life
M 
+PRPR5-019+

03:00 PM
RSPCA Animal Rescue (R) ’CC’  
Inspector Matt French attends to a call about a dog in poor condition. It turns out to be much worse than he ever imagined.
G 
+ANRS2-004+

03:30 PM
Dr Oz: Cut Your Cancer Risk In Half: 3 Natural Breakthroughs ’CC’  
Get answers to your health questions from Dr Oz and other leading doctors, hospitals, associations and authors. 
PG 
+DROZ5-153+

04:30 PM
60 Minute Makeover: Barstable   
The team have just 60 minutes to transform homes across Britain, using all their tricks of the trade to provide an instant style injection and inspire with tips and ideas for fast interior facelifts.
PG 
+SMM7-060+

05:30 PM
Homes Under The Hammer (R)   
Martin & Lucy visit a cottage in Crediton, Devon, a Victoria cottage in Cranbrook, Kent and a property in Stoke.
G 
+HUTH16-050+

06:30 PM
Bargain Hunt: Norfolk 21 (R)   
Tim Wonnacott and the Bargain Hunt teams head to Norfolk in search of great buys to take to auction. Then, Tim takes a trip to Ham House on the River Thames.
G 
+BHUN33-009+

07:30 PM
Doc Martin: Erotomania (R) ’CC’  
Martin is concerned at one aspect of Mark's health. Considering his fiancee’s big news, this could mean trouble in their relationship. Starring:ANGELINE BALL,KATHERINE PARKINSON,TRISTAN STURROCK,STEWART WRIGHT,SELINA CADELL
PG 
+DOCM2-008+

08:30 PM
Judge John Deed: Appropriate Response (R) ’CC’  
Robert Romero, a serial rapist imprisoned by Judge John Deed, is released on parole and seeks revenge on the Judge.
M (V)
+JJD-003+

10:30 PM
Mr Selfridge (R) ’CC’  
Harry's excitement about a 'royal' visitor to the store is tempered by an invitation to the first night of Ellen Love's play. Lois pleads with Rose that Harry needs her now more than ever.
PG (A)
+MRSE-010+

11:30 PM
Bargain Hunt: Norfolk 21 (R)   
Tim Wonnacott and the Bargain Hunt teams head to Norfolk in search of great buys to take to auction. Then, Tim takes a trip to Ham House on the River Thames.
G 
+BHUN33-009+

12:30 AM
Dog Patrol (R) ’CC’  
The Police Delta Dog Squad track intruders through Christchurch's red zone, a drug dog sniffs out drugs in a prison visitor's car and a traveller is stopped at the border.
PG 
+STFC4-001+

01:00 AM
Dog Patrol (R) ’CC’  
A Police dog battles the sulphur and steam in Rotorua while tracking a runaway driver, a breakfast confession from a prison visitor and a large scale Hawkes Bay Timber Mill call in the drug dogs.
PG 
+STFC4-004+

01:30 AM
RSPCA Animal Rescue (R) ’CC’  
Vets help a lost German shepherd puppy who has been hit by a car. A neglected pony is found in a paddock and seized by inspectors.
G 
+ANRS2-002+

02:00 AM
RSPCA Animal Rescue (R) ’CC’  
Inspectors attempt to subdue and help a terrier that has been tethered underneath a house. Meanwhile, the RSPCA receive an emergency call to help a pregnant cow stuck in a river.
G 
+ANRS2-003+

02:30 AM
Dr Oz: Queen Latifah's Family Health Scare ’CC’  
Get answers to your health questions from Dr Oz and other leading doctors, hospitals, associations and authors. 
PG 
+DROZ5-152+

03:30 AM
The Martha Stewart Show: The Cozy Show (R)   
Join Martha Stewart for an hour of cooking tips, celebrity interviews, and inspiring and affordable homemade ideas for good living.
G 
+MSDS7-088+

04:30 AM
The Martha Stewart Show: Baby Shower Show (R)   
Join Martha Stewart for an hour of cooking tips, celebrity interviews, and inspiring and affordable homemade ideas for good living.
G 
+MSDS7-089+

05:30 AM
Home Shopping     

 
++
 



 Friday, September 18, 2015 


06:00 AM
Home Shopping    

 
++
07:00 AM
Match It ’CC’  
Jack Yabsley hosts this fast-paced show where teams use cool touch-screen technology to match words and pictures to answer quiz questions, and play for the chance to become MATCH IT champions!
C 
+MATI4-045+

07:30 AM
Hairy Legs: Wipeout / The Wish (R) ’CC’  
Thanks to Hairy, Jevan's grandma becomes the ace of the skateboard park. Then, Hairy takes Jevan and Nikki to Fairy Tale Land and almost destroys it!
C 
+HLEG-018+

08:00 AM
Lah-Lah's Adventures: Nothing to Sneeze About/ Lah-Lah's New Dance (R) ’CC’  
Squeezy Sneezy gets a bad case of the hiccups and now he can't sneeze or smell anything! Meanwhile, Lah-Lah is having trouble perfecting her new dance.
P 
+LALA-012+

08:30 AM
Harry's Practice (R) ’CC’  
Join Dr Harry Cooper and Dr Katrina Warren for everything you need to know about animals.
G 
+HPR-070+

09:00 AM
Home And Away (R) ’CC’  
Shane is devastated when he is sacked from his new job. Hunger gets the better of Sam during the 40 Hour Famine.
PG 
+HAW2-570+

09:30 AM
NBC Today (R) ’CC’  
International news and weather including interviews with newsmakers in the world of politics, business, media, entertainment and sport.
 
+T15-187+

12:00 PM
Packed To The Rafters: Don't Go There! (R) ’CC’  
When Melissa feels queasy during dinner, Ben immediately assumes she is pregnant and is beside himself with excitement.
PG 
+PTTR3-015+

01:00 PM
How To Get Away With Murder: It's All My Fault ’CC’  
Michaela, Connor, Laurel and Wes get into trouble; the truth about Lila's death is revealed.
M (D,V,S)
+HOAM-015+

02:00 PM
Homes Under The Hammer (R)   
Martin & Lucy visit a cottage in Crediton, Devon, a Victoria cottage in Cranbrook, Kent and a property in Stoke.
G 
+HUTH16-050+

03:00 PM
RSPCA Animal Rescue (R) ’CC’  
A goose with an injured foot is on the loose in a suburban park and it takes a team of people to capture it. And an abandoned cat with a broken leg is rescued.
G 
+ANRS2-005+

03:30 PM
Dr Oz: Biggest Burn Out Busters Revealed ’CC’  
Get answers to your health questions from Dr Oz and other leading doctors, hospitals, associations and authors. 
PG 
+DROZ5-151+

04:30 PM
60 Minute Makeover: East Wickham   
The team have just 60 minutes to transform homes across Britain, using all their tricks of the trade to provide an instant style injection and inspire with tips and ideas for fast interior facelifts.
PG 
+SMM7-061+

05:30 PM
Homes Under The Hammer (R)   
Martin & Lucy visit a house in Stoke- on-Trent, a three bed mid-terrace in Swanscombe, Kent and a commercial property in Mid-Glamorgan.
G 
+HUTH16-051+

06:30 PM
Bargain Hunt: Hungerford 09 (R)   
The bargain hunters are hitting the antique centres of Hungerford, with experts Charlie Ross and Jonathan Pratt. Meanwhile, Tim Wonnacott visits the Vyne, a 16th-century country house in Hampshire.
G 
+BHUN33-010+

07:30 PM
Better Homes And Gardens (R) ’CC’  
Joh visits the home of 800 Words star Erik Thomson. Ed goes on a trek thorugh the Kimberley region. Tara makes a 3D printed dollhouse. Karen makes chilli glazed corn with lime and paprika. 
G 
+BHAG21-033+

08:30 PM
Escape To The Country: East Sussex   
Alistair Appleton is in East Sussex to help an artistic buyer find an inspirational country home with her handsome budget of $1729, 000.
G 
+ETTC20-049+

09:30 PM
Best Houses Australia (R)   
Join author and host Gary Takle on quest to discover what really makes a house work. Explore some of the most exciting and stunning houses in the country and meet the professionals who create them.
G 
+BHOZ04-024+

10:00 PM
The Davis Cup: Australia v Great Britain - Day 1   
 
 
+DCT15-007+

03:00 AM
Escape To The Country: East Sussex (R)   
Alistair Appleton is in East Sussex to help an artistic buyer find an inspirational country home with her handsome budget of $1729, 000.
G 
+ETTC20-049+

04:00 AM
RSPCA Animal Rescue (R) ’CC’  
A goose with an injured foot is on the loose in a suburban park and it takes a team of people to capture it. And an abandoned cat with a broken leg is rescued.
G 
+ANRS2-005+

04:30 AM
The Martha Stewart Show: Affordable Weeknight Dishes (R)   
Join Martha Stewart for an hour of cooking tips, celebrity interviews, and inspiring and affordable homemade ideas for good living.
G 
+MSDS7-090+

05:30 AM
Home Shopping    

 
++
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06:00 AM
Home Shopping     

 
++
07:00 AM
Saturday Disney ’CC’  
Great fun and entertainment including your favourite Disney shows. 
G 
+7SDC15-738+

09:00 AM
Jessie: The Whining (R) ’CC’  
The Ross kids become concerned that history is repeating itself after a scary old doorman tells them a story about a nanny who did "something terrible" to the kids in her care on Halloween.
G 
+JESI2-001+

09:30 AM
Shake It Up: Ty It Up (R) ’CC’  
CeCe and Rocky must re-audition for Shake It Up, Chicago. While CeCe is incredibly nervous and tries to get on the good side of the new host, Lance, Rocky is confident.
G 
+SIUP3-009+

10:00 AM
Home Shopping 

 
++
11:00 AM
The Lucky Country (R) ’CC’  
Andrew explores far north Queensland with country star Adam Brand.  Join a ghost hunt, sneak into a retro drive-in cinema, feed hungry crocs and meet the world record Texas Longhorn.
PG 
+TLCU01-003+

11:30 AM
Great South East ’CC’  NEW EPISODE
Explore leisure and recreation in South East Queensland.           
G 
+GSE-989+

12:00 PM
Creek To Coast ’CC’  NEW EPISODE
Queensland's ultimate outdoor adventure show, featuring the very latest in camping, cruising, fishing and four-wheel-driving. Hosted by Paul Burt                           
G 
+7CTC-683+

12:30 PM
Sydney Weekender (R) ’CC’  
In our Destination NSW Spring Special, Mike visits the highest sand dunes in the southern hemisphere and jumps on a fastcat for some whale watching. Rose carves up the slopes at Charlotte Pass.
G 
+7SW22-031+

01:00 PM
Queensland Weekender ’CC’  NEW EPISODE
Dean Miller and his team cover the length and breadth of Queensland with great suggestions for weekends, short breaks and holidays.          
G 
+7QW-598+

01:30 PM
WA Weekender ’CC’  NEW EPISODE
WA Weekender showcases the best of WA and is packed full of ideas to fit every weekend. Be inspired by fascinating stories with everything from helpful hints to finding out where to go for family fun!
PG 
+WAWE2-032+

02:00 PM
Seven's Horse Racing: Caulfield: Naturalism Stakes Day / Randwick: George Main Stakes Day   
 
 
+SHR15-033+

05:30 PM
Coastwatch (R) ’CC’  
A routine fishery check gets a shirty response in Tauranga harbour. Then, a dingy adrift without lifejackets teaches one man a lesson.
PG 
+CSTW5-009+

06:00 PM
Motorway Patrol: Self Control (R) ’CC’  
Divine intervention saves a family returning from church, sparks fly as a car with 3 wheels lights up the night sky, and a speeding driver tries to rap his way out of trouble.
PG (L)
+MOTP8-003+

06:30 PM
Motorway Patrol: Ute Pursuit (R) ’CC’  
The hunt is on for a runaway thief at large in a powerful stolen ute, a van is ablaze in the city centre and a truckie with loose nuts almost loses his load.
PG (D)
+MOTP8-004+

07:00 PM
Keeping Up Appearances: The Commodore (R) ’CC’  
To the chairwoman's horror, Hyacinth insists on meeting the Ladies Luncheon special guest and bringing him to the luncheon.
PG 
+KUPA4-002+

07:45 PM
Fawlty Towers: The Wedding Party (R) ’CC’  
Basil is outraged when an unmarried couple want to book a room, and attempts to impose his own ethics upon them.
PG 
+FAWT-003+

08:30 PM
The Vicar Of Dibley: Love And Marriage (R) ’CC’  
Geraldine prepares for Alice and Hugo's wedding day, and just when everything seems fine, Alice reveals a huge hitch. Starring:CHARLOTTE PALMER,CLIVE MANTLE,DARCEY BUSSELL,GERALDING MCNULTY,LIZ SMITH,JOHN BLUTHAL,TERRY WOGAN,SIMON MCBURNEY
PG (S)
+TVOD2-003+

09:15 PM
Special: Keeping Up Appearances Christmas Special 1991 (R) ’CC’ (2006)  
After being coaxed into wearing a Santa costume, Richard plies the Christmas spirit, leaving him in no condition to play Santa. Starring:CLIVE SWIFT,GEOFFREY HUGHES,MARY MILLAR,JOSEPHINE TEWSON,JUDY CORNWELL,PATRICIA ROUTLEDGE
G 
+SPEC3-952+

10:00 PM
The Davis Cup: Australia v Great Britain - Day 2   LIVE
 
 
+DCT15-008+

01:00 AM
Wire In The Blood: Falls The Shadow ’CC’  NEW EPISODE
Tony becomes the prime suspect in a murder enquiry after a female friend he meets at a psychology convention is killed. Meanwhile, Alex is investigating a spate of prostitute murders. Starring:CHRISSIE COTTERILL,EMMA HANDY,LUCY BROOKS,MARK LETHEREN,NICOLA BRAZIL,MATTI HOUGHTON,MICHAEL SMILEY,SIMONE LAHBIB,TANIA EMERY
AV (V)
+WIRE6-002+

03:00 AM
Dr Oz: Is It Heart Burn Or A Heart Attack? ’CC’  
Get answers to your health questions from Dr Oz and other leading doctors, hospitals, associations and authors. 
M (A)
+DROZ5-157+

04:00 AM
The Martha Stewart Show: The Brunch Show (R)   
Join Martha Stewart for an hour of cooking tips, celebrity interviews, and inspiring and affordable homemade ideas for good living.
G 
+MSDS7-092+

05:00 AM
The Martha Stewart Show: Martha's Mail Bag (R)   
Join Martha Stewart for an hour of cooking tips, celebrity interviews, and inspiring and affordable homemade ideas for good living.
G 
+MSDS7-091+
 


